Response to Reviewers: "Identifying Atmospheric Rivers and their Poleward Latent Heat Transport with Generalizable Neural Networks: ARCNNv1”

November 30, 2023

Overview

We sincerely thank the reviewers for their constructive comments and review of our paper. These comments have substantively improved our manuscript. We have included responses to the reviewers’ comments below, with the reviewer comments in black text and our response in green text. In addition to this document, we also will submit a revised version of the manuscript.

Comments from Reviewer #1

Mahesh et al. demonstrate a deep understanding of the problems and issues surrounding AR detection and the subsequent consequences on characterization of a physical process, which in this case, focus on latent heat transport. The paper provides thorough and robust quantification of uncertainty by leveraging many different datasets such as the ARTMIP database, reanalysis products, satellite data, and both climate and idealized simulations. Additionally, they provide details on computational resources, code, and datasets, all of which is necessary for reproducibility and is appreciated. I find the results presented here quite convincing and robustly vetted. Their conclusions on the spread of uncertainty due to detectors for latent heat transport is an important contribution and nicely updates and improves upon the current state of the literature on the topic. I recommend publication after a few minor comments and questions are answered. It was a pleasure to read and review.

Thank you very much for your review of our paper.

Line 21: I think this statement has been demonstrated by all the main ARTMIP papers (Rutz et al, 2019, Collow et al., 2021, Shields, Payne et al., 2023).

Thank you for the suggestion. We have amended the citations accordingly to cite the papers you suggest.

Line 32: Shields, Payne et al. 2023 should also be added to the list for climate change ARDT comparisons.

Thank you very much for this pointer. We have added the citation.

Line 105: Rutz et al. 2019 should be included in the ARTMIP list.
We have added this paper to the ARTMIP list.

Figure 3: Confidence index (plot y label), or Consensus index (Figure caption)?

Thank you for catching this error. The AR Consensus Index is the correct term, and we have changed the label of the figure accordingly.

Section 2.1: I really like the ARCI and think its application in your paper is appropriate given you are looking at heat transport via mid-latitude ARs. However, one limitation I see is for regions such as the poles, where the majority of ARDTs actually don’t capture ARs reaching either into the Arctic, or on the Antarctic continent correctly compared to ARDTs designed for high latitudes (Shields et al., 2022). The ARCI might not be that useful here because many of the globals (with no polar constraints) are not “fit for purpose”. I’d recommend a qualifying statement on the use of ARCI for middle latitudes versus polar regions.

This is an excellent point. We have included a citation to the recommended paper, and we have added a sentence at the end of section 2.1 explaining the use of the ARCI, given our focus on midlatitude heat transport. This starts at line 129 of the updated manuscript:

Shields et al. (2022) demonstrate that global ARTMIP algorithms may not correctly identify ARs in polar regions, such as the ice sheets in East Antarctica; they note that Antarctic-specific AR detection tools are necessary for these regions. Therefore, in this manuscript, we focus on midlatitude ARs and their associated heat transport.

Line 134: I know you include this in the discussion, but I think a line about how this is different from ClimateNet is needed here as well. My guess is there will be readers that are undoubtedly familiar with ClimateNet, given your use of the same underlying CAM5 data and DeepLabv3+ code? (i.e., your use of ARCI vs ClimateNet’s hand drawn labels, or perhaps I am misunderstanding something)?

We have included a sentence contrasting our work to ClimateNet. It is correct that our work uses ARCI, compared to ClimateNet’s use of hand-drawn labels. ARCI is probabilistic and is based on ARTMIP tier1 labels (originally run on MERRA2), whereas ClimateNet makes binary detections and uses CAM5 as its underlying input dataset. Our work also includes explicit changes to the loss function to generalize neural networks to different datasets, and we validate the neural network on an idealized experiment, where the ARs can be unambiguously determined.

Line 143-145 of the revised manuscript: ClimateNet also uses successfully uses the DeepLabv3+ architecture for AR detection in CAM5. Here, we extend the use of DeepLabv3+ for probabilistic, rather than binary, AR detection with ARCI in MERRA2.

Figure 11: I really like this figure! Why not add Figure C1 as Figure 11c? It is a nice demonstration of the validation of your ARCNN.

Thank you! This is a great suggestion. We have done so. We have moved Figure C1 to Figure 11 and changed the label and main text accordingly.

Line 280: For my clarification: Is the reverse also true? I.e., if the neural network is trained on model data, then applied to reanalysis, the same problem would exist? Isn’t this what ClimateNet’s ARTMIP contribution does? Maybe you don’t have access to that answer, but if this is the case, would the ClimateNet
ARTMIP catalogues have these same problems? Is this concerning that they are included in your ARCI?

We do not include the ClimateNet catalogue in the ARCI, since we chose to avoid training an ARCNN on the output of another neural network. We are unsure if the same problems would exist if ClimateNet is applied to different datasets. This is because ClimateNet uses different AR labels (hand-drawn AR labels, as opposed to ARCI) and is evaluated for classification, as opposed to probabilistic AR detections. The hand-drawn AR labels is significantly smaller than the ARCI dataset. In some versions, ClimateNet also uses a different underlying neural network architecture (CGNET) Kapp-Schwoerer et al. [2020] and loss function (Jaccard loss). Given the different learning setups, we cannot immediately compare the generalizability between ClimateNet and the ARCNNs. In at least one instance, we note that ClimateNet’s detected AR frequencies vary between two datasets (ERA5 and MERRA2): see Figure 3 of Collow et al. [2022]. This difference between ERA5 and MERRA2 surpasses that of many other ARTMIP algorithms. Broadly, distribution shift and domain generalization are very active areas in machine learning research Wang et al. [2022]. As the use of machine learning grows in climate change science, we anticipate that the challenge of generalization will arise, as it has in other fields, such as computer vision. We hope that the methods presented here can be applied to a variety of climate-related research areas.

Lines 451-454: For 11b, the 80% consensus line is actually bigger in the NH. Maybe move your explanation of this in lines 465-471 after this initial hemispheric asymmetry statement.

We removed the lines below from the revised manuscript. We think the hemispheric asymmetry in ARs, AR detector uncertainty, and AR latent heat transport is a deep topic, and we think this would be best explored in further research.

Now deleted: There is a hemispheric asymmetry, with ARs in the Southern Hemisphere accounting for more of the poleward LHT than ARs in the Northern Hemisphere. This could also be due to the fact that there are more algorithms run in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere, since some of the algorithms in the ARCI dataset were only run on specific regions.

Have you looked at other energy transport quantities like sensible heat?

This is a great suggestion. In this manuscript, we have not looked at AR-induced sensible heat transport or dry static energy transport. We agree that these are important topics to study in future research. We have added a sentence in the discussion identifying this as a topic to study for future work. In this manuscript, we focus on latent heat transport because of the role of ARs in the hydrological cycle and because of Zhu and Newell’s initial statements regarding the role of ARs in extratropical moisture flux.

Line 542: Additionally, future research is necessary to consider the role of ARs in sensible heat transport in present and future climates.

Figure C1 label: Do you mean Figure 11a, rather than top row?

Thank you, this is absolutely correct. We have made the appropriate change. We note that we have included this figure with Figure 11 now, in line with the recommendation above.

Comments from Reviewer #2

Mahesh et al. bring forward a highly effective method of addressing several existing challenges in AR-related research. The writing is clear and easy to follow. The authors provide easily accessible code and
data to reproduce the results and apply them to other future studies. The results show high performance of
the method.

Thank you very much for your review and for providing these overall comments.

My largest concern about this work is the choice of ARTMIP methods used for validation. Out of
seven methods used for validation (when calculating IoU), three of them are taken from the same group
(Tempest). Choosing nearly half of detection methods in the validation set that are almost identical could
cause the results to be misleading.

Three different versions of Tempest are used to calculate IoU. Some justification for this could be useful.

Thank you for bringing up this point. To clarify, on MERRA2, GRIDSAT, ERA-I, and ERA 20th Century
Reanalysis, we validate the ARCNN on all 14 algorithms in the ARCI: Gershunov, Lora_Global, Lora_Npac,
Rutz, PNNL1_Hagos, PNNL2_Iq, Goldenson, Mundhenk, Payne, CONNECT700, CONNECT500, Walton,
GuanWaliser, and Tempest. The IoU scores reported in Figure 8 on these input datasets is based on the ARCI
from all these ARTMIP algorithms.

Not all ARTMIP algorithms that were run on MERRA2 were also run on CAM5. Therefore, only on CAM5,
to develop a validation dataset, we used output from the 7 algorithms that were available during the time of
the study: Gershunov, Lorav2, Goldenson, Payne, tempest_IVT250, tempest_IVT500, and tempest_IVT700.
We have clarified the distinction between CAM5’s validation dataset and MERRA2’s validation in Appendix
D.

In Peer Review Figure 1 of this document, we compare the result of the tempest algorithms using 250, 500,
and 700 kg/m/s as their IVT threshold. At this time step, tempest250, tempest500, and tempest700 indicate
that ARs cover 4.2%, 2.3%, and 0.8% of the globe, respectively. These three algorithms result in very
different estimates of global AR activity. Therefore, we believe that these three algorithms are sufficiently
different, so we use all three in our validation dataset.

Line 631-632: Mundhenk is mentioned twice here. The first mention of Mundhenk does not include a
reference so it is unclear if Mundhenk is being used twice, if there are two different versions used, or if this
was a typo.

Thank you for catching this. This was a typo. We used only one algorithm from Mundhenk in the ARCI.
We erroneously listed it twice in the algorithm list, and we have correct this in the revised manuscript. We
apologize for the confusion.

There were also repeated ARTMIP methods used in the ARCI. The ARDTs used for the AR Consensus
Index include multiple algorithms from the same group (Lora, Mundhenk, CONNECT). While there are
slight variations between different algorithms created by the same groups, some justification of the choice
to weight algorithms from some groups more heavily than others in the ARCI could be useful.
Thank you for raising this issue, as it is a very important consideration related to AR detector uncertainty. Regarding CONNECT, we use two algorithms: connect500 and connect700. We choose to include both of these algorithms because we find that they have substantively different AR detections. In Peer Review Figure 2, we show that connect500 and connect700 yield different estimates of AR-induced LHT. At the latitude of peak AR-induced latent heat transport (LHT), connect500 identifies 1 PW more LHT in the Southern Hemisphere and 0.5 PW more LHT in the Northern Hemisphere than connect700. These are significant differences, considering the total LHT peaks around 2.5 PW. In Peer Review Figure 3, we highlight that connect500 detects two ARs that connect700 does not: one in the Atlantic Ocean in the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes and one off the coast of South America. Connect700 does not identify these two ARs. At this time step, connect500 identifies 2.8% of the globe’s area as having an AR, whereas connect700 identifies 0.8% of the globe’s area to have an AR. (For reference, Peer Review Figure 3 in this document can be compared with Figures 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the manuscript, as they all show the same time step.)

Reid et al. [2020] discuss the influence of different IVT and IWV thresholds on AR detection in depth, especially in Figure 4 and 6 of their paper. We also consider the effect of the interaction between an IVT threshold and other aspects of an AR detection algorithm (e.g. the shape requirement) in Figure 2 and Figure A1.

Regarding Mundhenk, we only use one algorithm from mundhenk (see comment above).

Regarding Lora, we use two algorithms from Lora: Lora_global and Lora_npac. The former is run for the whole globe, while the latter is only run in the North Pacific. Because of the different regional extent and considerations of these algorithms, we include both of them in the ARCI.

Line 66: I’m not convinced that different datasets would require new training labels for the purpose of detecting ARs. Re-gridding the training data could allow the user to have some flexibility with other
Peer Review Figure 2: Comparison of AR-Induced Latent Heat Transport as indicated by connect500 and connect700. Total LHT and AR-Induced LHT calculated for DJF of 1984.

datasets.

This is absolutely correct. In fact, we use this method to generate a training dataset of AR labels for GRIDSAT (Line 66 of the original manuscript). Regridding the training data would not be possible for detecting ARs in free-running climate simulations. This is because the individual time steps in a free-running climate simulation do not align with those from observations or with each other. For this application, we present style transfer in Line 66 of the original manuscript. This enables AR detection in ECMWF-IFS-HR.

Line 134: You could justify the claim of strong performance with Wu et al. 2019

We have cited Wu et. al. accordingly.

Line 299: The language here (“its detected AR probabilities are too low”) could be improved. Instead, I would suggest changing this to something along the lines of “its detected AR probabilities are lower than the ARCI”

We have changed the text following this suggestion.

Line 307-308 of the revised manuscript: its detected AR probabilities are consistently lower than those from ARCI.
Peer Review Figure 3: Comparison of AR-Induced Latent Heat Transport as indicated by connect500 and connect700. AR detections from 2009-04-01T00:00:00 are shown from Connect500 (left) and connect700 (middle). Integrated Vapor Transport from MERRA2 (right) at this time step are shown.

Line 372-373: “CNNs have millions of tunable parameters” It could be useful to the reader to include a source for this claim.

We rephrased the statement to “millions of learned weights” for clarity. We have added Wu et. al. as a source. Figure 1 of Wu et. al. shows the number of weights that many architectures have.

It is unclear which version of Tempest is used in the ARCI.

We use the ARTMIP catalogue that has the identifier called “tempest.” We have added a sentence here for clarification.

Line 649-650 of the revised manuscript: The ARTMIP catalogues are organized by an ARTMIP algorithm identifier. The identifier of the algorithm used is written in quotations above.

In Figure 8, it is unclear if the calculated IoU scores only representing grid points in which ARs are detected or is the background class IoU factored into the calculation as well.

We have made the appropriate clarification in the label of Figure 8. We calculate the IoU score in this way to represent false positives and false negatives in our metric.

Figure 8 caption: The IoU scores are the average of the IoU for the foreground class (AR) and background class (not-AR).

I suggest referencing Higgins et al. 2023 to establish some precedent to using a variety of different ARTMIP labels to validate ARCNNs.

Thank you very much for this pointer. We have included a reference to Higgins et. al. to the amended manuscript.

Line 64: Higgins et. al. validate their neural network on ARTMIP algorithms, and they note that its performance is best when training and inference are performed on the same data domain and resolution.
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